Portfolio
Science Education programs
Step 2 and Step 3

NSTA Standard 1: Content Knowledge
NSTA Standard 1c:
Preservice teachers will show an understanding of state and national curriculum
standards and their impact on the content knowledge necessary for teaching P-12
students.

NSTA Standard 2: Content Pedagogy
NSTA Standard 2a:
Preservice teachers will plan multiple lessons using a variety of inquiry approaches
that demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of how all students learn
science.
NSTA Standard 2b:
Preservice teachers will include active inquiry lessons where students collect and
interpret data in order to develop and communicate concepts and understand
scientific processes, relationships and natural patterns from empirical experiences.
Applications of science-specific technology are included in the lessons when
appropriate.
NSTA Standard 2c:
Preservice teachers will design instruction and assessment strategies that confront
and address naïve concepts/preconceptions.
NSTA Standard 3: Learning Environments

NSTA Standard 3b:
Preservice teachers will develop lesson plans that include active inquiry lessons
where students collect and interpret data using applicable science-specific
technology in order to develop concepts, understand scientific processes,
relationships and natural patterns from empirical experiences. These plans provide
for equitable achievement of science literacy for all students.
NSTA Standard 3d:
Preservice teachers will plan a learning environment and learning experiences for
all students that demonstrate chemical safety, safety procedures, and the ethical
treatment of living organisms within their licensure area.

NSTA Standard 6: Professional Knowledge and Skills
NSTA Standard 6a:
Preservice teachers will engage in professional development opportunities in their
content field such as talks, symposiums, research opportunities, or projects within
their community.

NSTA Standard 6b:
Preservice teachers will engage in professional development opportunities such as
conferences, research opportunities, or projects within their community.

Portfolio Rubric

Science Education

Based on 2012 NSTA Standards for Teacher Preparation

To Pass Step 2 at least 4 of the 8 Standards must be Acceptable-Low or better.
To Pass Step 3 all Standards must be Acceptable-Low or better.
Preservice Teachers will:
Standard 1c: Show an
understanding of state
and national curriculum
standards and their
impact on the content
knowledge necessary for
teaching P-12 students
Standard 2a: Plan
multiple lessons using a
variety of inquiry
approaches that
demonstrate their
knowledge and
understanding of how all
students learn science

Exceeds
Multiple artifacts a)
illustrate instructional
design and b) employ
resources, both with
sound and meaningful
ties to state and national
curriculum standards.

Acceptable-High
Acceptable-Low
Multiple artifacts
a) One artifact
a)
illustrate instructional
illustrates instructional
design or b) employ
design or b) employs
resources, with sound
resources with sound
and meaningful ties to
and meaningful ties to
state and national
state and national
curriculum standards.
curriculum standards.

Unacceptable
One or both of the two
areas are missing or
incomplete.

Multiple artifacts
demonstrate experiences
for students with more
than one example of
scientific knowledge or
understanding derived
from several of: multiple
lines of questioning,
evidence, inference, and
investigation.

Multiple artifacts
demonstrate experiences
for students with
scientific knowledge or
understanding derived
from one of: multiple
lines of questioning,
evidence, inference, or
investigation.

Scientific knowledge or
understanding derived
from multiple lines of
questioning, evidence,
inference, or
investigation not
demonstrated.
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One artifact
demonstrates
experiences for students
with scientific
knowledge or
understanding derived
from one of: multiple
lines of questioning,
evidence, inference, or
investigation.

Preservice Teachers will:
Standard 2b: Include
Multiple artifacts
active inquiry lessons
illustrate scientific data
where students collect
collection and
and interpret data in
interpretation that reveal
order to develop and
patterns and laws in the
communicate concepts
natural world.
and understand scientific Science-specific
processes, relationships
technology is integral in
and natural patterns
multiple lessons. Active
from empirical
learning design clearly
enhances student
experiences.
Applications of science- educational experience.
specific technology are
included in the lessons
when appropriate
Standard 2c: Design
Multiple artifacts
instruction and
illustrate lessons or
assessment strategies
assessments that require
that confront and
students to reconsider
address naïve
not just facts or
concepts/preconceptions definitions but also
explanations,
cause/effect
relationships, or ideas in
scientific context rather
than in isolation.

Multiple artifacts
illustrate scientific data
collection and
interpretation that reveal
patterns and laws in the
natural world.
At least one lesson
incorporates sciencespecific technology.
Active learning design
has the potential to
enhance student
educational experience.

Artifact(s) include
science-specific
technology but do not
include data collection
and interpretation.
Active learning design
has the potential to
enhance student
educational experience.

Science-specific
technology is lacking.

One artifact illustrates a
lesson or assessment that
requires students to
reconsider not just facts
or definitions but also
explanations,
cause/effect
relationships, or ideas in
scientific context rather
than in isolation.

One artifact illustrates a
lesson or assessment
where students
reconsider prior or
nonscientific thinking in
light of evidence or
observations.

Artifacts missing or
reconsideration of
nonscientific thinking
not demonstrated.
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Preservice Teachers will:
Standard 3b: Develop
Multiple artifacts
lesson plans that include illustrate the use of
active inquiry lessons
science-specific
where students collect
technology for data
and interpret data using
collection, adapted for
applicable scienceeffective learning by
specific technology in
diverse learners.
order to develop
Learning disabilities and
concepts, understand
enhancements/extensions
scientific processes,
are all addressed in
relationships and natural multiple examples.
patterns from empirical
Active learning design
experiences. These
clearly enhances student
plans provide for
educational experience.
equitable achievement of
science literacy for all
students
Standard 3d: Plan a
Multiple examples of
learning environment
well-planned learning
and learning experiences experiences that
for all students that
illustrate the principles
demonstrate chemical
of safety involving
safety, safety
chemicals, laboratory or
procedures, and the
field studies, and proper
ethical treatment of
treatment of living
living organisms within organisms.
their licensure area

Multiple artifacts
illustrate the use of
science-specific
technology for data
collection, adapted for
effective learning by
diverse learners. All
students have the
opportunity to
participate in scientific
observation and
interpretation. Active
learning design has the
potential to enhance
student educational
experience.

One artifact illustrates
the use of sciencespecific technology for
data collection, adapted
for effective learning by
diverse learners. All
students have the
opportunity to
participate in scientific
observation and
interpretation. Active
learning design has the
potential to enhance
student educational
experience.

Multiple artifacts of
learning experiences that
illustrate the principles
of safety involving
chemicals, laboratory or
field studies, or proper
treatment of living
organisms.

At least one artifact of
Planning of safe
learning experiences that instruction not
illustrates the principles documented.
of safety involving
chemicals, laboratory or
field studies, or proper
treatment of living
organisms.
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Adaptations allowing all
students to participate
are not evident.

Preservice Teachers will:
Standard 6a: Engage in Multiple artifacts demonstrate
that the candidate has
professional
engaged in professional
development
learning and leadership in the
opportunities in their
content field prior to clinical
content field such as
experiences, during clinical
experiences, and during
talks, symposiums,
student teaching. Such
research opportunities,
activities include but are not
or projects within their
limited to learning outside the
community
required curriculum, active

Multiple artifacts
demonstrate more than
one type of engagement
in content field
opportunities, but only
by the end of the
program rather than
throughout

Multiple artifacts
demonstrate only one
type of engagement in
content field
opportunities

Only a single artifact is
included, or no
engagement in content
field opportunities is
demonstrated

Multiple artifacts
demonstrate more than
one type of engagement
in science pedagogy
opportunities, but only
by the end of the
program rather than
throughout

Multiple artifacts
demonstrate only one
type of engagement in
science pedagogy
opportunities

Only a single artifact is
included, or only one
type of engagement is
documented, or no
engagement in science
pedagogy opportunities
is demonstrated

participation in professional
societies or associations,
attendance or presentation at
professional meetings,
reading or study of current
research and practice in their
content field of licensure

Standard 6b: Engage in
professional
development
opportunities such as
conferences, research
opportunities, or projects
within their community

Multiple artifacts demonstrate
that the candidate has
engaged in professional
learning and leadership in
science pedagogy prior to
clinical experiences, during
clinical experiences, and
during student teaching.
Such activities include but are
not limited to learning outside
the required curriculum,
active participation in
professional societies or
associations, attendance or
presentation at professional
meetings, reading or study of
current research and practice
in teaching, learning, and
science pedagogy
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